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SANTA FE NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1915.
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At a insetting called by the Santa
Denver, Colo., Nov. 7. Officials of
Fe Merchant's Association last eventhe three principal coal companies op
Mexico City, Mex., Nov. 7. Provising in the assembly room of the old
Havana, Cuba, Nov. 7. General Feerating mines in southern Colorado toional President Huerta's formal negapalace and quite largely attended by lix Diaz waB arrested here today and
refused again to confer with ofday
representative citizens and tax pay- accused o shooiing Pedro Guerrero,
tive reply to the United States' de- ficials of the United Mine Workers of
ers, it was decided to appoint a com- the young Mexican wounded by a bulmands which was i;t;cussed in detail America in an effort to settle the
mittee of seven with full power to act let during last night's altercation, in
at last night's cabinet meeting vii! strike. The refusal is contained in
in the situation, and to report at a the course of which Diaz was woundset forth that the United States has a letter sent to J. A. Burnett, chairman
ed slightly.
subsequent meeting.
no right, legal or otherwise to demand of the Denver chamber of commerce
The committee consists of II. S.
General Diaz la said to have handelimination.
This
Huerta's
General
committee, who asked the operators
Bowman, chairman; Arthur Sellgman, ed the revolver io one of his companstatement was given out today from to enter such a conference.
S Spitz. H. B. Cartwright, Carl
A. ions after he had shot and seriously
one of the departments of the MexiThe letter accuses the officials of
Bishop, Frank Andrews and II. S. wounded Guerrero. Guerrero stabbed
can government.
the United Mine Workers of causing
Kaune.
Diaz with a knife. His condition is
From the Chicago Dally News.
The final stages of the negotiations a strike among men formerly satisfied
The committee was instructed
to critical.
between Mexico and the United States with their wages and working condiconfer with the county commissioners
All that Diaz could tell about the
are to be participated In personally at tions. It charges that the officials of
as soon as possible and consider with incident was that he and his comshort range by John Lind. He ar the miner's union, "now make their
them the possibility of having the
panions were listening to the music
rived this morning from Vera Cruz.
open boast that unless the mine owncommissioners bring a blanket suit to played by a baudi in the Malecon
The Beries of delays in Provisional ers consent to sign the union conenjoin the assessor from extending promenade, when the electric lights
President Huerta's formal answer to tract, they will inaugurate a more wide
the raises ordered by the state board were suddenly extinguished and he
of
the United States and the lack
of equalization on his rolls, and follow- was attacked. He said he was unable
spread disaster by preventing the mindefinite action which would indicate ing of coal in other states and by calling that to take the next best steps. to account for what afterward happen
It. was also decided that if the com
his attitude in face of the demands ing a sympathetic strike in other ined. His wounds are not serious.
missioners did not act, an ironclad
made, has been annoying to President dustries in this state.
General Diaz looked downhearted
It
Wilson's personal representative.
It further states that the only point
agreement would bo circulated and when interviewed in prison today. He
was known that negotiations had been at issue when the strike was called, in
the signers to see showed two
signed binding
slight stab wounds in his
conducted in an indirect manner, not reality, was recognition of the union;
whatever case was started through
neck, just behind the ear, as the reto
the
end.
were
the
demands
other
that
proordinary diplomatic
following
alleged
sult of his encounter last night. He
Nathan Salmon, president of the as- said he suffered no
course, and Mr. Lind's sudden appear- vided under the state law, the enpain.
to
called
the
ance in the federal capital Is assum- forcement of which rests with the
order,
sociation,
meeting
The court will not decide until next
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to
the
a
brief
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due
to his desire
ed to be
after
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bring civil authorities. It claims that higher
week, as to whether he shall be
meeting called for expressions of placed on trial or released.
things quickly to a clearly defined wages were paid in Colorado before
was
the
B.
H.
Cartwright
opinions.
point. Mr. Lind proceeded to the the strike was called than are paid In
MAY BE ARBITRATED
Describing the attack on him, Diaz
FOR SLAUGHTER
first speaker. He felt that the taxes said:
American embassy where he will re- unionized states, "such as Kansas and
AT
AGE
a
were already high enough, and that
side during his stay. He was accom- Oklahoma" and maintains that the
I was sitting in Malecon park lis
raise of 20 per cent was excessive. He
panied by Captain William A. Burn- - only essential to the normal operation
tening to the concert, with friends.
IN
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SAYS MRS. PANKHURST-S- HE
IS thought also that It might be well to
side, the American military attache o' our coal mines and the return of MARTIAL LAW NOT YET DECLARED
Suddenly I was struck by an unidentiOF
enjoin the assessor from putting the fied man. I defended myself with an
and Ensign John L. Hill, of the bat normal prices is the strict mainteGOVERNOR SEES
INDIANAPOLIS AS
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TO raises on his roll.
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a
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CHANCE
It. S. Bowman, attorney for the as- umbrella. During
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WOMEN SO SUFby Rear Admiral Fletcher to act as protection of our employes.
shot was fired I don't know by whom.
not
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Mr. Lind's aide.
than
It claims that
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A was who later was identified
FRAGISTS MEAN TO DEFEAT LIBERALS.
pared himself on the legal phases of Pedro Guerrero fell to the
There was much speculation here of the old men are at work.
ground and
Nov. 7. Indianapolis
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the
Adjutant general John Chase today will not be placed under martial law
today as to the character
him to a hospital.
under- the Impression that the meet a policeman took
cussion at the cabinet meeting held called on Governor Amnions and re- and the entire
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 7. Mrs.
"I was taken before a judge at 4:30
state militia that was
until
to
AND
held
be
not
INVESTIGATION?
RESEARCH
was
going
ing
last night. All that is known
ported the latest phase of the mili- brought, here
Enmieline Pankhurst, when asfted to some time next week. However, he o'clock thiB morning and was placed
for strike duty
the relations between Me- tary situation In the strike zo"ne. The will remain inyesterday
,ly
VERY
DIES AT A
AD
as
Its
WORK,
quarters
present
day
regarding the efforts being made told of some of the actions which had under provisional arrest. I know nothxico and the United States were dis- state military board will have a meetI beas there Is a possibility of settl
long
to
induce
the British government to been brought in the various counties ing further of the incident, but
VANCED AGE.
cussed but no determined action was ing tonight, at which matters connect- ing the street car strike. This statelieve the attack on me was premedi
them
advised
He
in
also
Mexico.
New
an agreement with the
ed with the strike and the work of ment was made
suffragists,
taken.
by Governor Ralston
that it was very hard to get the money tated.
Mr. Lind has not notified anybody the militia in keeping order probably after ho had conferred
said "I believe the procedure refers
"I have nothing to say with regard
with both
back, once it had been paid, even if
that he was coming to the federal cap- will be discussed.
to my future plans. I was waiting
SAYS WORLD HAS NOT
tn a policy which has been formulated, under written protest.
sides to the controversy early today.
ital. The staff of the United States
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 7. Special ef
'I am very hopeful of having the
S. Spitz thought some action should hero for Mexican developments and
but was not to be put into operation
be compelled to stay until
embassy learned the news from the forts are being made to prevent the trouble settled by arbitration," said
IMPROVED SINCE NERO
is to induce the re- !be taken now, he said, rather than at now will
It
Inimmediately.
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of
of
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morning paperB. Only
the governor, "and as long as there
a subsequent meeting, as that would this case has been cleared up. Severstato
declnre
in
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to
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this
the
of
the embassy
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spective political parties
vestigating
is a possibility of bringing this about,
only delay whatever steps were taken al friends called at the prison this
inTwo I shall
state, from becoming public.
tion to meet him.
7. Alfred Russell themselves with regard to their
not place the troops in charge
Lundou,- Nov..
for that long. He did not think it morning and offered to testify that I
to
officials
on
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The public and the Mexican
duty today
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of the city."
Wallace, an eminent British scientist, tentions after the approaching general advisable to wait until other counties am innocent of the shooting of Guer
of
likewise did not know of Mr. Lind's keep people away from the vicinity
rero. Many contradictory versions of
Will Arbitrate Strike.
died here today aged 91 years.
election. With this policy the Wo- had had their cases decided.
movements and he came Into the city the jury room.
Nov. 7. Cleveland S.
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Leo Hersch suggested that Art In" last night's Incident are current.
Washington,
Union
does
Social
Political
and
men's
The morning session was occupied Moffett, special agent of the departin a manner contrasting greatly with
had spent, eight is not known exactly how the affray
as
Professor Wallace, the Grand Old
he
Sellgman
speak,
witha few minor caBes and the investi- ment of labor, left today by direction Man of Science, shares with Darwin not agreed We have been forced to
his first arrival here.
years on the county board, and two started. Some say General Diaz proAs Mr. Lind stepped from the train gation of the strike did not begin until of
for Indiana the honors of having set . forth the the conclusion that the present lead- years on the territorial board of equal- voked Carranza's followers while othPost
Secretary
Acting
,
he consented to pose for several pho- this afternoon. Montgomery Massin-gale- polis to bring about arbitration of the scientific principles-oers declare that Diaz was suddenly
evolution. He ers of the liberal party in London do ization.
marshal at Sopris, was the first street car strike there. Robert Stewart was
tographers, but to all inquiries by into ex- attacked by his enemies.
when
asked
200 not intend to
Arthur
more
of
than
author
the
Seligmau,
to
women
the
right
give
rewitness. He is supposed to have tea- another
terviewers he made
Julio Ortez Canova, a Cuban law
said: "The problem Is
representative of the depart books, treatises and monographs.
vote. Their policy of repression and press himselfI
plies, thus maintaining the reputation tified regarding the battle at the ment, is already there.
am opposed to blanket yer, said today he would petition the
a big one.
scientific
Wallace's trend toward
to
the
it
as
has
been
for taciturnity which he earned on his camp. Other witnesses called lnciuoe
carried
coerciou,
Richmond Has Strike.
rakes on general principals, for as a court for the indictment of General
research dated back to a collection of
'Marshal William Hunn of Gray Creek;
in case of
previous trip.
Richmond, Ind., Nov. 7. The Richlength of adopting methods compara rule they are unjust and Inequitable. Diaz for manslaughter
a
school
as
he
which
of
began
chief
bettles,
Dr.
R.
John
surgeon
Estes,
is
The reply, It
said, will also point
mond street car service was tied up
followed generally ther would work Guerrero's death, adding that several
ble to the torture of the middle ages,
to
he
made
which
and
boy
complete
I.
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&
C.
the
SuperintendCompany;
out that Provisional President Huerta
this morning by a strike of motormen
o.l iJersunn w uu inane it Mexican and four Cubal witnesses
supports us in the settled condition. funliaiusilip
has no legal right to accede to the ent Cunningham of the mine at Hast- and conductors, but there was no dis- an expedition to the Amazon in 1848.
and honest return. The state would testify that, they sii ' Diaz and
of
SuW.
two
II.
and
A
visited
Howell, manager
later he
"In the last ten days the chancellor board's ruling should be considered his friends attack Guerrero.
ings,
demands.
year or
turbance in the early hours of the
The informant says it waB decided the Colorado Supply company at Trini- strike. The men demand more money. matra and Java and discovered that of the exchequer has confirmed our cprefuily and it proper End right
Guerrero accuses Diaz of being the
to incorporate in the reply a declara- dad.
Interurban cars continued In opera- the Malay archipelago was divided opinion of the liberal administration - slould be sustained by us, but if Santa assailant. lie is a young newspaper
Blocks Investigation.
tion that General Huerta intends to intion. The Richmond car lines are a Into a western group of islands, which by a declaration that the present par- Fe county tax payers are to be made man and a strong adherent of Generwould not enfranchise women,
crease the Mexican army to 500,000 Washington, Nov. 7. Congressional part of the Terre Haute, Indianapolis in original are Oriental, and an
because other counties failed al Carranza. He was shot in the back,
men. investigation of the Colorado mine and Eastern system, and It said the era group, which are Aust ralian. The Our policy, therefore. Is to force a to do their duty to the stale I think the bullet, penetrating the abdomen.
strike was blocked in the house today strike at Indianapolis precipitated the two groups are divided by a narrow general election at. the earliest,
To Investigate Bryan.
He was operated on this afternoon.
v3 should act.
of sea known as "Wallace's line" Isible moment and so secure u new pae"1 would prefer to learn troiv of rfce Several Havana newspapers
Washington, D. C, Nov. 7. Hepre- - by Republican Leader Mann's making walkout .here.
recently
administration. details
and a new
on the opposite sides of which the
sentative Barthold of Missouri, intro- a point of quorum. tub resolution,
One Side Accepts.
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action
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King
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Representative
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resolution today setting
piloted by
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propoIndianapolis, Ind., Nov. 7.
pressing an opinion. The raise may can charge d'affaires, Domingo Najera
that inasmuch as Secretary Bryan had Colorado, will direct the house labor sition for the settlement of the street vergent as in any two parts of the Ulster satisfies me that It Is almost be 15 or 20 per cent on the net or the had accused the Cuban police of favtheir
of
sec
will
to
women
that
committee
certain
charges
Investigate
denied published reports that the
Carranza.
I have not read oring friends of General
car strike here, submitted by Gover- world.
gross assessment.
United States had last .Sunday sent au coercion of the judiciary, influences on nor Ralston, was accepted by the
Wallace became convinced of the enfranchisement from the Unionist the instructions to the assessor. 'Die Senor Najera this morning called at
sufframilitant
the
the
At
rate
elections
mining street railway company officials this truth of evolution and originated the party.
by
any
ultimatum to Mexico, the foreign af- congressional
school board of Santa Fe recently the Cuban state department and de'
fairs committee should investigate companies, interference ; with mails afternoon. It now goes to the labor theory of natural selection among gists of Great Britain mean to I i If made a raise of 36 per cent from 11 nied having made such a statement.
sooatl-"coal
of
to
of
advance
the
trade
the political life
the source of the news. Mr. Barthold and restraint
n.ills In 1013 to 15 mills for l!il4, basnal government."
on Page Four.)
(Continued on page four).
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ing the same no doubt on the assess- RENEHAN CASE NOW
(Continued
was
like
Mr. Mann conceded it
very
whether an error had been made or
ment rolls of last year, whereas if the
ON FIFTH DAY OF TRIAL.
"whether the administration changed ly that congress should investigate,
increase as proposed by the state
its plans In the last minute and when but declared the worst strike of all
be
will
we
board is held valid then
Contrary to expectations the Rene-haI; was too late to recall the informa- was in the house of representatives,
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cent for
disbarment trial did not close this
increased
per
nearly
where absentee members should be
tion previously given out.
school purposes this year which is afternoon as was expected. At least
ordered back to work.
it was still in progress as the New
certainly a big Junjp in one year.
Washington, Nov. 7. John Lind's
"I am confident that the slate board Mexican went to press with no sign
o
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Mexico
unexpected
City
could hot have made an Investigation of an adjournment in sight. The deIN CONGRESS
from Vera Cruz is understood here to THE DAY
cine men and liquor. For some tune of all the returns In Santa Fe county. fendant, A. B. Renehan, spent part of
Soldiers May Be Needed.
Trouble with the Navajos on the
have been without direct orders from
certain Indians are said to have emu- If they had they would know that yesterday afternoon, and most of to
To those in close touch with the sitSenate.
reservation in the northwestern porWashington, but in line with the genlated the example of Brigham Young some have made returns at full valua- day on the stand, and he was followed
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This latest development in the Mexithe law, they have shown resentment. these rather than for those who have or. the stand. It Is not unlikely that
House.
wires received by II. S. Marshal Huds- be in Utah, but even should Uncle
can situation was surrounded by a
both sides will declare their cases
Finally certain wives were brought to undervalued their property.
it
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out
at
his
Sam
Met
warriors,
call
at
peth today from Agent Shelton
great deal of reticene here. It was
as witnesses against the In"The Santa Fe railroad recently rested this evening or tomorrow foreShiprock
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or
of
a
the
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to
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couple
investigate
require
Shiprock on the reservation.
pointed out that he may be acting on a
action was followed by spent thousands of dollars procuring noon.
Indian agency at dians, and this
belief that important developments rado mine strike was defeated by a
down on the agency data on tax assessments in the state,
The marshal just returned last eve- more to reach the
Indians
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lack of quorum.
may be expected.
from three weeks on the reserva- Shiprock, which
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from the high in their returns as almost any coumy ily, Judge Edward A. Manu arose ani
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Ki n Juan
t intimation that Huerta is about to
county,
Novemon
en renegades to surrender
respect usually paid to men who cure in New Mexico. For Instance the said: "The respondents rest."
' answer the representations made early $12,000 SECURED WHEN
thirty miles from Farmington, the In or
ber 12th.
Jose Rafael Lovato, aged 84 years,
pretend to cure infirmities, these Santa Fe's figures showed that Santa
MINNESOTA BANK IS ROBBED.
urr.ns might carry out a gory proin the week or that O'Shaugnessy is
was called as a witness by Attorney
men are said to be held in still higher Fe county was assessed at full
Mr. Hudspeth returned to Santa Fe
before the soldiers arrived.
desirous of advising with Lind on ad- gram
on city lots and recommended General Clancy. He was on the stand
states
respect by Indiana owing to a certain
Austin, Minn., Nov. 7. The safe of but today a wire from Shelton
dltional steps to be taken under his
There are 30,000 Indians on the Na- religious halo that rests over the In- no raise, while Chaves county should only a few minutes.
the State bank at Waltliam, 12 miles that with their friends, they will visit
instructions.
and
the
only force
vajo reservation
At 3 p. m. the court took a recess
man's head. These be raised 88 per cent to bring it to
The cabinet met today for the first rorth of here, was last night blewn Sh'prock on Monday, and that unless to cope with these Indians are the em- dian medicine to
have made lots of
value. On lands, Santa Fe for ten minutes.
are said
time in several weeks. A11 the secre- open by thieves, who escaped with their offenses are pardoned, they will ployes of the government who act in men
massacre the agency force. The
money and were playing upon the cre- county was recommended to be raised
taries excepting Garrison and Wilson, irne than $12 000.
p. civil capacity and a few Indian tradthe
wired
marshal
county
McKinley
dulity of the Indians at large. The 12 per cent, and Chaves county 133 BRAZIL GIVES HALF A
and Attorney General McReynolds,
ers besides a handful of Indian police. government officials frowned on the while some counties I believe should
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to
to
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go
depuShiprock
attended.
There was little or no talk of call- medicine man and his tricks, and thus be raised as much as 200 per cent.
D. C, Nov. 7. Brazil
a
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while
with
Washington,
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X
ties,
BE
TO
CASE
was
understood that at the In- X THAW
It
"Now did the state board follow has appropriated $500,000 for repreof the ing out the, national guard. It is said arousing his anger. The medicine
once
scene
the
for
at
leaves
TOMORROW.
X
DECIDED
stance of the president, one or two X
that U. S. soldiers will likely be called man may prove a big factor in stirring this data, or do they reply, 'we only sentation at the Panama-Pacifiexpomembers who had planned to be out of X Concord, N. H., Nov. 7. Gover-- X trouble.
out, if any armed force Is sent to look up the Indians should he be inclined had $200 with which to investigate sition and the Venezuelan governinX
are
under
Indians
eleven
The
nor Felker announced today that
the city cancelled their engagements
after the Indians.
conditions, and we asked for $20,000.' ment has caused a bill to be Introto do so.
to attend. The latest news dispatches X he would give his decision In the X dictment in the federal court for riot,
Cause of the Trouble.
The selling of liquor to Indians is a I believe that even with $10,000 they duced in its congress for an appropriaassault with deadly weapons, and lartelling of John Lind's return to Mex- X Thaw extradition proceedings at
The cause of the present trouble well known cause of trouble and is could not have investigated all the re- - tion of $350,000 for the same purpose,
the state house at 10 o'clock to- - X ceny, growing out of the disarming of
ico City were taken into the meeting
according to diplomatic dispatches re.
r
X a policeman at Shiprock by the In- wif.i the Indians is said to be due to listed as figuring third in the present
X morrow morning.
ceived here.
(Continued on sage Ave).
three sources: plural wires, the medi embroglio.
diana sometime ago.
(Continued on page four).
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DWORDS OF PRAISE

HAWAIIAN BOYS Here's a

For Mayr's Wonderfud Stomach
Remedy.
"How Ilia n k ( u
we are to you for
getting a bold of
your Wo n d e r f u
Remedy. My wife
could not have had
but a short time to
live if she had not
taken your Wo-

TRY THESE - THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

HAVE COMPLETE

I

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED P1MIENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

GROCERY GO

nderful

Cure

For Sciatica

Remedy

BAND

OF

Ground Charcoal, .

.

.

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
ofCorn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

"

$.03 "
ffj

J$L

QC

rwi

pvl

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE
FHOISTE 19"W.

TROUBADOURS

SHOWED WONDERFUL

1913.

and Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
$ .05 " lb.

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps

ORCHESTRA
LITTLE

7,

EGG PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut Bone

Painful Form of Rheumatism
Quickly Overcome.

1

NOVEMBER

FRIDAY,

TALENT ON

when she did. One more of those
paroxysm pains she was having would
EVERY KIND OF AN INSTRUMENT!
have killed her without a dcubt. Now
AND
SINGING THEIR
PLAYING
sl.e is free from all pain, free from
il'fart trouble and free from that dis-- j
WAY
INTO HEARTS OF SANTA
jtuibing Neuralgia all the results ofj
Thw tfwrn rtartinc nalns that cliaroclive treatments and the expulsion of!
FEANS.
tirize aoiatlc rheumatism should treated In
five or six hundred Gall Stones. Now
And by using S. S. 8. you not
imp blood.
uiIt get roller nut a cure.
she is able to eat anything she wants!
r
S. S. S. has the peculiar action of
luto the
land her appetite is good and before SAXOPHONE
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and that 8. S. 8. gives
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should convince them that they can way-isles
captured every music lover sensation but goes right to work. This
c. restored
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Nearly all with the program which covered a is because It Is a pure
vegetable infusion,
Into your blood just as
is taken
Stomach Ailments are caused by the wide
from the immortal Sex- pure air naturally
into your
is inhaled naturally
range,
clogging of the intestinal tract with tette of Lucia to the rollicking rag, lungs.
You can get ft. 8. S. at any drug store.
accretions al- - "O You Great
mucoid and catarrhal
or
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Big Beautiful Doll,"
as tile greatest blood antidote
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ever discovered.
If yours is a peculiar
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The
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Specific Co., 221 Swift
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waa reany astonishing.
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In the act of June 25, 1910, and the
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy ionet and above all the
king amendatory act of February 14, 1913,
or send to Geo. H. Mayr, Mfg. Chem- of instruments the HARP. And thai
congress settled the confusing ques-wa- s
ist, 154 Whitting St., Chicago, 111., for
not all. There was a 'curious !ti0n of probate jurisdiction in Indian
f:ee booklet on Stomach Ailments and mandolin-guita- r
large- trust estates by directing the
instrument,
many grateful letters from people who
and strenuous In its activities tary 0 tne interior, imon notice and
have been restored.
for it was played by four men at one bearing of such rules as he might
For sale in Santa Fe, by Butts' time.
prescribe, to determine the legal heirs
Of all the musicians it is safe to of deceased allottees, and his action
Drug Store, West Side of Plaza, say every student of music adniirid was given the force of a final court
the pianist, the director of the com- decree by the declaration that 'his deEX COLLEGE STAR
pany. Small of figure, and bright-eyed- , cision thereon shall be final and con'
he fairly radiated music. As an elusive." Thereon the fedpral courts
FATALLV INJURED
accompanist he was ideal, keeping h's dismissed as outside their jurisdiction
all times all pending inheritance suits.
H. instrument subservient at
Phoenixville, Pa., Nov.
an understanding
and displaying
Gay of Blackiuton, Mass., former star
football player at Ursinus College, and which was unusual for accompanist?.
musical
who was injured in a football game He was "at home" in any
here between a Pottstown eleven and field in a classic or a "classy"
It must be admitted he seemed
jthe Union Club, is in such critical con
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to satisfy his musical craving
best
dition that physicians at the hospital
BELIEVED IN
of the syncopated varmusic
the
with
hold out little hope for his recovery.
His neck broken and several of his iety.
HOURS!
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Of the others, it would be hard to
vital organs unable to fully perform
Each Cap- - "n3
most
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the
which
liked,
though
say
their function. Gay is more cheerful
sule bears IMIDYlj
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the nanifS-Vand hopeful than those about him. it is safe to Bay lovers
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rollicking
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hough he realizes that his death is
which put a
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almost certain. His only concern is tones of the clarionlet
in
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rag
for his mother, whose home is in
Saxaphone Quintette.
Blackinton.
The saxaphone "quintette made a
Gay is 27 years old and is one of the tremendous hit.
Apart from the novel
best known and popular men in town- of these bass musical instruments,
He was working his way through col- ty
named after their inventor, Adolphe
lege and had worked in the iron mills Saxe. and varying in size and tone,
jhere during vacations and received the selections played on them were
'some compensation for his services to
surprisingly funny especially on the
Uhe local club.
THE SANITARY
"saxo" the tones of which
biggest
The Union Club will abandon its seemed to come from the center of the
noncn
cimdt
football schedule for the season and earth.
UjlUI 1 UUVLll I1LU 1 UV1IUU 1 ,3)
constitute itself a relief organization
There were several vocal selections
REGULAR MEALS.
for the purpose of raising funds to
including the much admired and oft
care for Gay.
Night.
heard "La Paloma," sung by a tenor
Open Day
who was vigorously applauded,
and
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
the favorite "Toreador," sung by a
UNSIGHT. UNSEEN
Dinner Parties.
new baritone, a big fellow, who was
THE TWO WILL WED distinctly dramatic In his gorgeous Special
costume and red sash.
1
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP,
Of the funny songs, "Foolish QuesPhiladelphia, Xov. 7. After one of
SANTA
FE. . - - NEW MEXICO.
new
with
a
insane
batch
of
the strangest courtships on record tions,"
S
&
Mrs. Marion C. Arnett, a pretty widow Queries, doubtless made the biggest
hit.
of this city, will marry a man she has
"Martial" Music.
never seen and whose face she will
cuiinjmJtuuuinnAnruvruuuirnn
The troubadors stratled their aunot look on until after the wedding.
He is Dr. Francis w. Hartley, a prom- dience by firing off several pistol shots
inent throat specialist of Baltimore. during their cavalry charge selection.
This was a novel way of rendering
He has never seen his bride.
After courting the widow for several martial music, and it had the effect of
momns py man ana teiepnone, tne making several persons, lulled to
a sweet sedative, "sit up."
specialist received his answer over sleep by
That the popularity of syncopated
long distance telephone.
In accordance with the specialist's music is far from on the wane was
wishes, Mrs. Arnett will hide her demonstrated last night by the storm
burst forth after
pretty face behind a heavy black veil of applause which
until after the second ceremony. Two every selection, vocal or instrumental.
services are necessary, because the There was but one criticism and that
doctor has two names, his real one was made by several: "Too bad we
to it."
being James H. Hellyer. He assumed can't dance
The troubadors did not draw a capathe other when he represented his
foster father, a former specialist of city house last night, but those who
turned out made the musicians feel
that name In this city.
Dr. Hartley says that he does not the greatest joy that floods a musiwant to see his bride's face until af- cian's soul the realization that artisTHE REAL ARTICLE!
ter they are married because their tic work was appreciated.
wedding has been planned by
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'The West Point of tbe Southwest.

as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
Ranked

War Department.
Located in the beautiful Peeof
V alley, J.700 feet above aea level,
unahlne every day. Osea air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions tor physical
end mental development are
IDEAL such as eannotbe found
elsewhere In A merle. Fourteen officer end Instructors, all
graduate from standard East
Ten bulldlngi,
m college.
modem in every respect.
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President.
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JOHN W. POB, Seeretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
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HOW DID HE MAKE
THE LONG JOURNEY

The last will and testament of the
late Judge Julius Staab was this
morning approved and admitted to
probate by Judge John Baron Burg
after a hearing at which a number of
were present,
prominent attorneys
says yesterday's Albuquerque Herald.
Max Xordhaus and Louis Ufeld were
appointed administrators, their bond
being fixed at double the value of the
estate, which remains to be ascer
tained.
At the hearing this morning, Neil
B. Field appeared for Arthur Staab,
brother of deceased, who is not mentioned in the will.
Col. George W. Prichard, of Santa
Fe, appeared as guardian ad litem for
Paul Staab, another brother of Judge
Staab, while Senator Isaac Barth of
this city, appeared in the same capac
ity for two of the minor heirs. George
S. Klock appeared for the heirs under the will.
Nothing was done today in the direction of filing a contest, but the
law provides that this action may be
brought in the district court at any
time within one year after the approval of the will.

GOVERNMENT

POLICY IN
INDIAN HEIRSHIP

.Day or Nfcht Phone,
Next Door to Postoffice.

I

JO ft

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of

Telephone 9 W

104 DON (JASPER ST.

ftSK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

East
irfVa
mm or

The

2

-

L-

Best !aaiAWi
Route

U

ALSO

NAMED

Cumberland, Md., Nov. 7. A lizard
four feet long, supposedly of the
iguana family and known only in the
tropics, was unearthed by a blast at
the old cement mill kilns in this city
The reptile was alive, but soon eX'
pired from the effects of the blast.
How It came here and how long it was
in the rocks is problematical.
It niea- sures one foot five inches across when
the hind legs are stretched. The reptile is pronounced a tree lizard, whose
habitat is tropical America. Jt is of
greenish yellow color, mottled with
green, the tail ringed with brown.

.7.

License Nombars,

f

Lumber and Transfer Go.

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
stove
your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.
IENT

URINARY

rag-tho- ugh

I

L. A. HUGHES,

ODS,

POWER

secre-cheste- d

rag-tim-

FOR INFORMATION

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

,!

in--

DENVER
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A

full line of Pure
Maple Syrup

and
Cane Syrup to spread
on the .
Delicious Cakes

it makes

!

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Agt, El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

saHENRY KRICK- eDISTRIBUTOR

LEIVIFS KEG

OP

and BOTTLE BEER

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

WARNER'S
HOME-MAD-

E

(READ,

After an extended hearing before
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Cato
PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,
Sells, his decision recently rendered
in what is known as the Grace Cox
are handled exclusively by us
Inheritance Case was approved by
and
the secretary of the interior,
thereby the department has Indicated
GET THE HABIT!
a policy which will hereafter govern
in the disposition of all Indian heirof
ship matters and administration
restricted estates.
The effect of this decision is to confer upon the secretary of the interior
full power to determine the personnel
Work for tbe New Mexican, ft M or domestic status of claimants as
working for you, for Santa Fe sad heirs of deceased Indian allottees, and Euu
where the intent of a legal action has
tba new state.
jVinnfuuuuuuuuiAnnfuvfinv

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Af eat for Manitoo Sprinf Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Me.
TELEPHONE 35 J

THE STAR- BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS.

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

Hack and Baggage Lines.
SADDLE

PONIES

TWO AND FOUR BOISE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310SanFranciecSt.

FRIDAY,

PACE THREE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

7, 1913.

NOVEMBER

reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity nt the abovementioned time and place to cross-- !
examine the witnesses of said claim-jnn- t
and to offer evidence in rebuttal
or that submitted by claimant.
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in
me
my
jhelp
'turn three human beings into three so-cial outcasts when, instead. I can turn
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PUPILS

80,000

MARCH

the Pacilic. The low area has passed
rapidly eastward to the lake region.
Fair, cool weather is general, with the
exception of the north Pacific, where
cloudiness, falling barometer and rain
!i.p renorted. Conditions favor fair
weather in this section over Saturday,
with much cooler weather tonight, ana
slightly cooler Saturday.
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The range of temperature yesterday"
was from .13 to 57; the humidity was
32 per cent. It was a dear, pleasant
8 a. m.. today. The temperature at in other
in
Santa
Fe;.
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30
day
cities as follows:
Amarillo. 42; Bismarck, 30; Boise.
HiChevenne, 31; Bodge City, 44;
Junc2S; Flagstaff, 21; Grand
tion, 30; Helena, 34; Kansas City, 50;
Lander, 32; Los Angeles, u;
Port32; Oklahoma. 48; Phoenix, 4S;
38:
land, 4S; Pueblo, 36; Rapid City.
Roseburg, 4S; Roswell, 40; Salt Lake,
40San Francisco, 54; Spokane, 30; ,
Tonopah, 44; Williston, 32;
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Local Data.

Highest temperature this date last
year, 53.
Lowest temperaiure this date last
year, 33.
Extreme this date, 41 years recora.
FREDERICK A. DELANO.
highest, 65 In 1903.
One of the three representatives
Extreme this date, 41 years recora,
"capital" has on the industrial com- lowest, 19 in 1893.
mission Is Frederick A. Delano of ChiForecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Tonight
cago, president of the Wabash railcareer
road.
He began his railroad
fair and much colder; Saturday fair
in the shops of the Burlington system and slightly colder.
at Aurora, 111., as machinist's
For New Mexico:
Tonignt
fair and colder; Saturday fair and

Ballard, of Louisville, Ky, born in
Louisville, 1855; educated at Cornell
University. Is in the flour mill business in Louisville. Member of Manufacturers' association of Louisville and
has been its president Is
of Louisville National bank, and
director of the United States Trust
company. Also owns several farms
cool.
and lives on one. Has made various
Conditions.
a
studies of industrial conditions among
results,
High barometer has quickly
the employes of his mills and has inthe low area that dominated
troduced the
plan of
states Thursday morning.
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Mexican
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Fe
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Santa
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working for you, for
western country from the Rockies to
you sleep.
welfare work.
the new ttate.

Weinstock, of San Francisco, Calif,
born London, England; educated in
the public schools of New York until
12 years of age. Director of National
bank of Sacramento and Sacramento
Appointed
Valley Trust company.
special labor commissioner in 1908, to
Investigate the labor laws ana laDor
conditions of foreign countries. Vice- president Jewish Publishing society
of America.
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tach "Pape's Diapepsin" Digests

3000

Grains Food, Ending All Stomach Misery in Five Minutes.
Time it! Pape's Diapepsin will dia
gest anything you eat and overcome
stomach
sour, gassy or
s;irely within five minutes.
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or what you eat lies like a lump of
kad in your stomach, or If you have
heartburn, that is a sign of Indigestion.
Get from your pharmacist a fifty-cecase of Pape's Diapepsin and take
a dose just as soon as you can. There
will be no sour risings, no belching of

undigested food mixed with acid, no
fullness
stomach gas or heartburn,
or heavy feeling In the stomach, nausea, debilitating headaches, dizziness
r intestinal griping. This win all go.
and, besides there will be no sour
food left over' in the stomach to poison
your breath with nauseous odors.
Pane's Dianeosin Is a certain cure
stomachs, because It
for
takes hold of your food and digests n
stomach
j,ist the same as If your
there.
Relief In five minutes from all
misery is waiting for you at any
drug store.
cases contain
t
These large
to keep
enough "Pape's Diapepsin"
the entire family free from stomach,
disorders and indigestion for many
months. It belongs in your home.
fifty-cen-
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ROLAND MOLINEAUX GETS
'marines. The Hancock, a naval
aboard machine and field guns."
LICENSE TO MISS CON NOLL.
Sent to Chihuahua,
jceiving ship, is being fitted out at
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 7. Two nun-- : Philadelphia as a transport to accom-dreNew York, Nov. 7. Roland B.
twice tried twelve years ago
troops of the federal garrison in niodate about 1500 men for short
were sent to Chihuahua city age.
for the alleged murder of Mrs. Kather-inthis morning to assist in the defense
J. Adams and acquitted, applied
With the Panther and perhaps othof that city against the constitutional-ist- s er vessels, it is proposed to concen- this afternoon at the city hall for a
l as
under Pancho Villa. The Juarez trate 2,500 marines, if that number marriage license to wed MiBs Margatroops went on a hurriedly prepared can be spared from the navy yards ret Connoll of this city. The license
troop train.
HUERTA DENIES U. S.
and battleships, at Guantanamo, Cuba. was not granted because he had forJuarez federal officials are today
RIGHT TO DICTATE.
One purpose, it was explained, will gotten to brlug with him a copy of the
without definite information of a re- - ;b the demonstration of the ability of decree of divorce which his former
(Continued from page one).
jnewal of fighting at Chihuahua. JDis- - the marine corps to respond to an wife, Blanche Cheseborough obtained'
patches received during the night said emergency call, involving the seizure against him in South Dakota.
Miss Connoll said she was 28 years
and Secretary Bryan carried a large nothing of Villa having renewed his of a fortified port in a supposedly hos- dis- attack.
old and a secretary.
Molineaux is
envelope of state department
tile country.
47.
It is said in Juarez that the rebel
patches.
Molineaux pleaded with the clerk to
I'uder orders from Rear Admiral force has withdrawn from the - out-'
NEW LINE UP IS
waive the procedure concerning the
Fletcher, commanding the squadron skirts of the town.
divorce decree, saying his mother was
Conscription is in progress in Juar-- (
in the gulf of Mexico, the battleship
FOUND ON THE
very ill and that he and Miss Connoil
Xew Hampshire is steaming to Vera i, according to Mexican residents
'
:
CURRENCY BILL wanted to be married at her bedside
Cruz from Tanipico. With her arrival who declare that it 1b being secretly
as quickly as possible,
American men of war will be carried on and that the recruits are
The Start of Pogue's Great Run and eight
Officials i:ept hidden in the barracks.
off Vera Cruz.
assembled
enD.
7.
An
Nov.
.Washington,
C,
a Picture of the Hero, by Durborouoh. here
CAR TROUBLE
Marines Ordered to Prepare.
gave no reason for sending (the
tirely new line up in the senate bank- STREET
To Quarter Back i'ogue of the IlliMAY BE ARBITRATED
Fletcher
7.
Admiral
H
N.
Nov.
Orders
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mil
made
the.
onlv
Hampshire.
by
Portsmouth,
committee
hisjNew
irinnewith a majority behind
ing
nois Pniversily eleven was granted
gave the order without instructions were received from Washington today the administration,
team,
appeared
today
the chance of his football lifetime
Continued From Page One.)
The gun- - t0r 200 of the 800 marines stationed at when, by a vote of 7 to 6 the commitPoRiie's run was the only chance from the navy department.
when the Illinois met Chicago before
tee
its action reducing
the Illinois rooters had to cheer. It jboat Annapolis arrived today at Santa ihe Portsmouth yard to prepare
said he bea telling effect, however, upsetting Rosalia, lower California, where she mediately for service in a southern the number of regional reserve banks officials and the governor
a crowd of 20,000 enthusiasts and
lieved it would be approved. The proIs guarding,
at the request of tnejt limate. .
to
first
the
four.
team
the
throughout
Chicago
Pogue grasped it.
provides for arbitration but no
lureigu uuice, u utuiu ui; ine message rrom wasnington was
half
During the intermission
Senators Reed and O'Gorman, the posal
The game was young, scarce three
mention Is made of recognition of the
.'received at the yards last night and Democrats who had been
tween halves Coach Stagg pointed out French colonists.
voting
minutes old; Chicago had tried in vain
The Berlin dispatches referring to dUi cted that Ihe marines be ready against the administration proposals, union.
the mistakes his men were making
Union officials, before going into
to pierce the Illinois line and had to
Prepara- cast their votes with the other Demoand thev returned to the game and a plan to recall minister Miguel Cov- to leave within 48 hours.
toconference on the proposal, said they
noon
were
and
rushed
before
tions
Mexico
at
of
while
representative
2S
on
oval
his
rolled
crats. Senator Hitchcock, held out, believed it would
up
points
punt. Pogue caught the
quickly
be accepted with a
St. Petersburg, that he might be ap- - day the men were awaiting an order but Senator
ing Illinois scoreless.
Crawford, Republican, few modifications. The union men
line and behind splendid,
to
are
khaki
entrain.
and
of
affairs
minister
wearing
They
could
foreign
even the Chicago victory
pointed
But
administration
the
and
forces
joined
want the decision of the committee
quickly formed interference he dodgnot dull the ovat ion accorded Pogue succeed to the provisional presidency uniforms intended for warm weather the question was
Whether
binding for three years instead of
more use.
ed, squirmed, slipped and sprinted
hold
new
line
would
by the rooters. He was cheered again n succession to wueria, creaiea
the
up
through
Boston, Mass., Nov. 7. It was said the vote on the resolution for seven one and also ask that the interurban.
down field in a meteoric dash of 70
iinri ne:iin nnd tnrinv he is the idol of than a little interest among diplolines entering Indianapolis including-thmatists and other observers of the sit- - at the Charlestown navy yard today
the university town, T'rbann, 111.
regional banks was left in question.
yards for the first touchdown of the
agreement.
Covarruabias
uation.
recently re- - that no orders concerning the movewon
administration
another
The
isigned, but was asked to continue his ment of marines had been received point when the committee voted to
ipost until a successor was appointed. here. The officers had no comment to retain on the federal reserve board BRITISH SCIENTIST
"GETTING-UP- "
EXERCISES FOR MEN WHO DON'T GET EXERCISE iHe
DIES AT AGE OF 91
is a relative of Juan Sanchez Az- - make regarding the orders received as an
member the secretary
to the late for the preparation for active service
cona, private secretary
'
In addition to the of the treasury.
(Continued from Page One.)
President Mdero, who is connected at Portsmouth.
WORKING WITH; THEIR HANDS.
All: of the amendments bo far adopt
with the Cairranza movement and Is naval prison guard at Charleston
ed
of
which
the
committee, many
by
these travels. His work in the develsaid by constitutionalists agents here there are ISO marines always ready
READERS BY THE FAMOUS IN
OUR
FOR
SIMPLE MOVEMENTS, EASY AND QUICK,
DESCRIBED
to be one. of, the few men who would for service. It was suggested that a are opposed by the administration, opment of the laws of evolution supCAGO UNIVERSITY'S ATHLETE G.
6TRUCTOR WHO TRAIN3 CHI.
bo acceptable to them, while regular plan which originated some time ago have, been tentative only, and it was plements that of his friend, Darwin,
;
were being held.
;or a general roundup of all the mar- - believed that if today's line up held, and the result is often called the
elections
!;
(By Dr. D. B. Reed.)
all these amendments could be considtheory.
When the cabinet meeting broke up toes n the Atlantic coast might be
ered and made more acceptable to
He visited the United States in
Professor of Physical Culture in the
the members were shown news dis maturing. This plan, it was said,
18S7.
On the accasion of his 90tb
from Mexico City, saying that templated a practice assembly of the President Wilson.
University of Chicago.
With the administration currency birthday he gave out a long statement
Huerta's formal reply would be a com marines at Culabra, an island a short
With Pictures Especially Posed by J.
nW ,inini nf the
nf thfi VnUf.,1 distance east of San Juan, Porto Rico, bill extensively amended by a coali- in which he said:
H.. Nichols, Gymnasium
"I have come to the general conclu
Instructor
States to demand his retirement, bu which was formerly a small naval sta tion of Republicans and Democrats in
of the University.
without exception none would com- tion and was abandoned when the larg the senate banking committee, admin sion that there has been no advance-eithe- r
in intellect or morals since the
ment. All admitted that the Mexlcu er station at Guantanamo, Cuba; was istration forces today plan to make
(Copyrighted, 1913, by the Newspaper
situation
had been discussed, but established. The purpose, so far as one more attempt to unite the com- day of the earliest Egyptians. Every
Enterprise Association.)
to
how
was
determine
quickexplained,
mittee Democrats. Leaders decided thing is as bad as it possibly can be.
silence was the rule.
Lesson No. 1.
ly the naval guards could be brought that unless a bill meeting the approval There exists in our midst horrors and
The Chester Sails.
together in their maximum strength. of the administration is ready by Mon- dreadful diseases never known before
In response to request for simple
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 7 The scout
Other Powers May Aid U. S.
day a caucus will be called, the meas- Our whole social environment is rotand effective exercises for men who
cruiser Chester, prepared for any
Berlin, Nov. 7. At the German for- ure taken from the hands of the com- ten, full of vice and everything that is
Philadelthe
from
sailed
eventuality,
work, but who get no exercise in their
eign office it was said today that a mittee and made a Democratic caucus bad."
phia navy yard at noon today for Vera combination of the powers In support bill.
work, it may be said at the outset that
conin
no
was
Cruz. There
ceremony
cf the United States would ba considthe ideal type of exercise is one which
41
nection with her going.
ered by Germany and other European
provides fun in addition to the beneexat
to
GAGGED
BOUND.
sail
was
States
United
The
cruiser
the
case
in
expected
powers
fits to be derived from muscular con9 a. m. but a slight delay in the arri- pressed a wish in that
direction. If,
traction. If a man has the opportuAND SET ON
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meats
detained
her.
fresh
of
val
however, such a suggestion came frwi
nity to play tennis or handball or volwould
11:55
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orders
it
was
at
all
President
Provisional
o'clock,
Huerta,
ready
leyball, or to skate or swim, by all
were given by Captain William A. not be considered by Germany, unless
means let him do so and gain the nerAll other chocolates seem
Moffett to cut loose and as the ship the United States desired it.
vous and mental relaxation and recChicago, Nov. 7. Gertrude Hanson,
The correspondent of the Frankfort 16 year old girl servant, employed in
began to move a crowd of several
reation which make bodily exercise
ordinary after you once
thousand persons sent up a cheer. Gazette in Mexico City telegraphed to- the home of Otto Johnson, was found just
immensely more valuable.
There was a hearty response from the day that General Huerta may perhaps bound and gagged amid burning rub try
fyuf&it They are just
The man whose work in life Is not
members of the crew who lined the retire from office as provisional presi- bish in the basement of the house
heavy labor cares but little whether
as pure and wholesome as they
rails of the Chester.
dent if the great powers support the
he Is ahle to "put. up" a
so
"as
of
United
the
action
by
States,
to
some
It took
time, tor the cruiser
The young woman was unconscious are delicious. We secured the
weight or but a
one, provided
get straightened out in the Delaware doing he will avoid the appearance of but detectives expressed the opinion
he feels fit for the work which he has
alone."
to
American
pressure
as
nose
was
soon as her
but
to do, and the mere development of
pointed yielding
that she had been attacked and that agency for the Huyler line
The correspondent mentions a plan her assailant had taken
down stream she pyt on half speed
muscular strength is not a proper cridesperate
land was off. Further down the river of Ihe provisional president to recall measures to conceal a crime.
knowing there is nothing finer,
terion by which to judge the value of
PetersSt.
Mexican
minister
from
the
full speed was ordered and the Ches
exercise.
Miss Hanson's clothing had been and because we know too that
ter was soon lost in- the haze.
burg to assume the provisional presi- saturated with kerosene and papisrs
Toward keeping such fiitness, phywill
and other rubbish nearby set on' fire. people
sical play such as has been indicated
Before sailing, Captain Moffett said dency.
unconsciously
Washington's Explanation.
he expected to reach his destination
above furnishes a splendid aid. But
Smoke, issuing from the basement at
of our stock
value
the
the
rescued
7.
who
At
D.
Nov.
tracted
the
some time Monday night.
judge
neighbors,
C,
Washington,
Amfortunately many a man does not
The scout cruiser, which is equip- navy department It was officially said girl before the flames reached her.
liave the opportunity for Btich play,
lines we
individual
the
When Miss Hanson regained con by
ped with the most powerful wireless that the preparations of marines at
and for in some calisthenics as arc
hit
apparatus on any ship in the Ameri- Portsmouth was preliminary to expec- sciousness she said the intruder
to be described in these "getting-upcarry. We will be glad to
can navy, is heavily loaded with provi- tation of plans announced several her over the- head, but that she was
exercises will prove of unquestionable
have you judge this confecsions for three months, and a large weeks ago for the working out of an not otherwise harmed. He waa
value especially since they may be
attacked her to
and
theshe
base
said,
advanced
is
ammunition.
There
also
of
by
problem
supply
taken in a short time and without
as soon as convenient.
keep her from giving the alarm while tionery
Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Dr. Reed'sFirst Physical Culture Lesson.
equipment!
to the building.
was
fire
he
setting
In packages from ioc. up.
For the purpose of the "exerciseless orous exercises should be taken first movement should be quick and hard
workers" the emphasis should not be and the order given may well be fol- and each position should be held
placed upon the generally overworked lowed each morning.
ILLINOIS WOMEN
momentarily.
Exercise 2.
biceps nor the thigh nor the shoulder,
Exercise 1.
UOTERS SPLIT ON
but upon the
This is a somewhat more vigorous
This will serve as a "warming-upneglected abdomen, the condition of the muscles exercise and, at the same tjme, tends one, involving the. back as well as
TEMPERANCE
and contents of which are of great im- to correct the faulty position of head the arms and shoulders.
to
3
bend
his general
From the position of Figure
portance
and shoulders which sitting at a desk
Are You
Peoria, 111., Nov. 7. A feeling of
The most desirable times for these ex- or in similar positions tends to pro- forward and extend the arms downbrooded over the
intense
expectancy
Reward to the position of figure 3.
ercises, about two hours before the duce.
meeting of the Illinois Equal Suffrage
mid day or evening meal, are probably
From the position Bhown in Figure turn to the first position and then exassociation today because of reports
impossible for the average man and, 1, with fists doubled and elbows close tend the arms upward to the position
that the association may split into
of the remaining times, that imme- to the sides, extend the arms to the of Figure 4, keeping head and arms
"wet" factions.
"dry" and
diately after rising is much better side and slightly backward and up- well back, but without hollowing of
The nominating committee went to
than the evening.
to
the
Return
lower
the
back.
the
same
time
at
the
again
ward,
forcing
work on the ticket which is to be
The place should he out of doors or head back until the position shown In first position. This
the exannounced tomorrow, and may indiin a
room and a cold Figure 2 is assumed. Care should be ercise complete with four parts and
cate the parting of the ways. It is
or cool bath may well be taken after- taken to keep the abdomen in and not it may be repeated from five to ten
well understood that Grace Wilbur
wards if the man reacts well that is to hollow the lower back. Return to times at first and more later.
for presi
will be
The Woman's Tonic
Trout
to say, if he feels a warm glow imme- the first position vigorously and reDr. Reed's second physical culture
dent.
diately after leaving the water and re- peat from ten to twenty times. In this lesson will appear in tomorrow's New
Minnie A. Watkins, discussing the
mains warm. In general the less vig- - and the succeeding exercises the Mexican.
situation today, said: "Although Ella
S. Stewart has refused to become a
FOP. SALE AT ALL DRUGGISTS
she has many devoted folcandidate,
WASHBURN VS. KANSAS
F4
tigers takes place in the forenoon'. DEFAMATION CASE-MAsome one
is
it
and
lowers
possible
AT LAWRENCE TOMORROW.
GO TO JURY TOMORROW
Other teams plan to leave New York
nominate her from ' the floor.
may
Inter in the afternoon. More than 1500
Chicago, Nov. 7. Hearing of testiThere is a strong demand for her in
Topeka, Kan., Nov. 7. Secret prac- students followed the players later in mony in the Donahoe-Steife- l
conspircertain quarters."
tice today gave the Washburn college the day, the delegation being the largand
acy case was completed today
football squad final touches for the an- est which ever journeyed from Camdelibprobably the jury will begin its
IMPETUS GIVEN TO
nual contest with the University of bridge to Princeton.
erations tomorrow.
WATER POWER DEVELOPMENT.
Kansas at Lawrence tomorrow. Since
Only character witnesses were intro- 1900 Washburn has won four games
GIANTS AGAIN WIN
duced by the defense. The prosecu- Washington, D. C, Nov. 7. Federal
from Kansas and the University has
FROM WHITE SOX tionr announced that it would be
with western states in
won seven. Two contests
resulted
Ariz., Nov. 7. The Newmitted that the characters of the
of water power was
the
development
to
nothing
nothing.
Giants again defeated the Chi- - jfendants prior to the present case was
THE MERRIAM WEBST.ER
given added impetus today when Seccago White Sox in a game here today, excellent.
Lane approved the expenditThe Only New unabridged dicretary
HARVARD WILL MEET
Score :
No attempt was made to contradict
ures of $15,000 for an investigation of
tionary in many years.
!) 14 10
PRINCETON TOMORROW. New York
the direct evidence on cross examinaan interstate water power project on Contains the pith and essence
2
9
I
Chicago
tion.
the Columbia river near the Dallas,
of an authoritative library.
Fromme and Meyers; Russell and
Cambridge. Mass., Nor. 7. HarDaniel Donahoe, a lawyer, and Isaac
Covers every field of knowlOregon. The state also has approvard's football warriors, both Ameri- Daly.
Stiefel, a detective, are alleged by
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
priated $15,000 for this purpose, so
can and Association,
imstarted for
the light lingered gentry under the
book.
Clarence S. Funk, to have conspired A GAY STORV IS
a
board, composed of repthat
single
joint
FrUiOtton at uoou today. Two thouscion resentatives of the interior departto defame him in hringing a damage
pression that he is a simon-purThe Only Dictionary with the
BACA
KNOCKS
MIKE
sand under graduates and graduates
OFFICER
of wealth and social position, is left ment, engineers of the army arid of
suit in which he was charged by John
New Divided Page.
assembled in Harvard Square and
to the telling of the players who peo- the state of Oregon will have $30,000
2700 Tagcs.
C. Henning, a bell boy, with alienatOUT TOGO IN THE
400,000 Words.
cheered three full varsity football
A young millionaire globe
trotter ple the cast of the new farce, which is available for the work.
6000 Illustrations. Costnearly
ing the affections of Mrs. Henning.
ROUND
THIRD
teams, two scrub teams and a score
half a million dollars.
Henning, his wife, and collatoral returning home to find his bachelor a big and popular laughing success.
3f players of the gentler soccer game
In working out the story of the play, SAN PEDRO FISHERMAN
witnesses in the alleged conspiracy, quarters occupied by a burglar, who,
Let us tell you about tht3 most
Ala-rias they left for the Tigers' lair.
A dispatch received by Arthur
remarkable single volume.
confessed, after the collapse of the not satisfied with having appropriat the rich young man Induces a policeARRESTED FOR POACHING
The Crimson undergraduates
of this city today stated that Mike damage suit, that they had been brib- ed the millionaire's name and getting man on his block to lend him his uniare
Write for sample
confident of success in the major con- Baca Santa Fe s pugilist, knocked out ed by Donahoe and Stiefel to testify himself engaged to a pretty society form, and while he is masquerading as
pages, full parSan Diego, Cal.," Nov. 7 Charged
ticulars, etc
test with the Orange and Black team, Togo at East Las Vegas in the third against Funk.
girl on the strength of it, is rapidly a "copper'' to catch the burglar, the with poaching in Mexican waters,
ITaxno this
but the odds of 2 to 1 and 1 and 3 round.
disposing of a fine collection of paint- real officer becomes the millionaire's William R. Potter, a fisherman from
paper and
demanded by holders of Princeton
Mike Baca was in fine shape, and
OF
ings gathered by the aforesaid million- cook. The burglar, in the meantime, San Pedro, Is in jail in Ensenada,
we will
money found few takers.
INDIAN FUNDS CHARGED. aire from the art centers of the world. is allowed to continue in possession Lower California, awaiting disposition
fojfht with such fury that Togo. da
send freo
The coaching staff, headed by Percy cd md dizzy, fell an easy prey al'.or
This is the situation when the cur- - of the bachelor's quarters, but is of his case in the territorial courts.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 7. Gross
set of
D. Haughton numbered six men and
second round was ened.
of funds belonging tain goes up on the first act of Of- eventually trapped and compelled to Potior In a tpleirrftm to his wife in
Pocket
The
rubstates
usual
of
routine
the
trainers and
that Durau to the minor children of the five ficer 6CC," the new farce which will return his plunder. All these events San Diego, declares he was captured
Mops
dispatch
bers. The team will dine at a New knocked out Rubio in the second civilized tribes in Oklahoma has been be presented at the Elks theatre Sat- are worked out with speed and precisa patrol boat used by the holders
by
York hotel tonight and will have sig- round. Duran was seen In Santa Fe disclosed by investigations conducted urday, November 15.
ion during the three acts in which of the fish concession on the lower
nal practice in the ball room after the some weeks ago and proved a husky by Secretary Lane. The secretary anHow the real millionaire
regains Augustin MacHugh, the author of California coast while he was six miles
dinner.
opponent for Mike Baca.
nounced today that he would call the possession of his borne and name, and "Officer C66," takes to tell the story from land and consequently on the
CACHenfeaCs.
The telegram telling of the Santa cases to the attention of a federal how he
The soccer team will leave Xew
States consul
eventually wins the hand and that is said to be chock full of surpris high seas. The United
York for Princeton immediately after Fe boy's victory was sent by Vlncente grand Jury and begin criminal
is said to he Investigating
Ensenada
Sprlnsflald, Kass.rT
at
and
smart chatter
heart of the sweet young thing who ing situations,
sasasik
breakfast as their match with the Montoya.
the case.
has plighted her troth to a member of snappy epigrams.
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Irr.erce to the pnstnffice department in
Washington. Today tin'; secretary is
in receipt of a letter from the four' ii
:ahyintant postmaster general stating
that although the proposition lias Ijeen
before the department in the past and
favorable action had been deemed
the department would in
iview of til in petition further investigate the matter. The secretary of the
chamber of commerce will continue
vigorously the campaign in connection with Gallup and Fannlncton.

A Jt

loRooming House, completely furnished, good
cation, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
FOR RENT Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street, Rent per
30.00
month
Modern Dwelling.
Good location. Rent
35.00
per month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Ranches, Land Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Bonds.

FOR SALE

NIGHT

BIG

SCHOOL

WILL

REDUCTION

OPEN

Six-roo-

Five-roo-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A.
INSURANCE,

BISHOP, PROP.)

REAL ESTATE,

Phone, 183 J.
1

1

9 San Francisco St.,

YOUNG
ALL

4l Mill

WHO

ARE EMPLOYED

DAY

WILL

BE

EDU-

Col. G. V. Prichard was in Albu
querque yesterday on business conect- ied with the riling for probate of the

(.Continued

IN

(1

The Clarendon Garden,

PHONE 12

Supply Co.

Everything In Hardware.

MEN'S AND BOYS'

WATCH

WINDOWS.

OUR

PHONE

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

I

180.

I

INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT,

:

Modern Cotlafe of 5 1
Rooms and Bath.
Snutl! about lOi)

fronts

Lot

feet

I

on Pal- -

ace Avenue

We will sell, within ten days' time, lor
time to investigate the above.

JOSEPH

B.

$2,800

.

NOW is

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,'

H

A

V

W AR

the

AlANAGt:

HAYWARD,

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Buildinjr, Santa

lier-:nar-

j

R

Blue Serge for Men, $11. 95 worth $18.

All Wool

1

liow-jmai-

W. H. WICKHAM

READY-TO-WEA-

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

I

LUDWKi WIH. ILFELD.

FE, N. M.
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SANTA
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Uriel attorney. Previously he was employed in the complaint bureau. He
'passed his bar examination two days
i'lio and this enabled ,tr. Whitman to
advance him.
dis.Mr. Sayre will remain in the
trict attorney's office about, a week
longer. His honeymoon trip will last
a month and thereafter he will take
up his duties as secretary to the president of Williams college.

FLOWERS

From Page One.)

.
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mar-itia-

'.

j

$12.50

Yoik, X. V., Nov. 7. Francis
Sayre, who is soon to marry .Miss
Jessie Wilson, at the White House,
will no longer attempt to unravel
l
tangles on behalf of the county
of Xew York. Mr. Sayre was promoted today by District Attorney Whit
man and is now a deputy assistant dis-

'turns

'a.

Brass Beds

Xew

II.

THIS COUNTV.

Taylor and
h Miss Gertrude Taylor, of Edwardville, V.
Conway has been hustling around imay cripple the state, county ami
Ky., are sightseers registered at the the
city getting signatures of those ;t.ity finances and in the end is more!
'Do Vareas hotel.
who will attend the school and re- - ' expensive to the taxpayer with extra
Sirs. Paul E. .!. Waterstrat, daughter nni'tn that 111), nitrllt ehlKses will Com- .
.... ....-- .
li, ...:
'
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Taschek, left 'Z Z Zlu
,
t. auvtse
9.
"
ami
clue
caution
(teliheration."
Fran
eitv l.mt
clco where shrwmsai on the 9th iThese are "0t b0'8 ,nd SiHS who
JIr' Suwt of ,h"
Water
,,.,,
t
,.
..., ......
,h dav- l ine and ;,,,,j ii,if,,iL t.uiiiijtin ) --t.tiiu
iiiul unucr
(for Seattle, which will be her future
but
at
extra
lessons
young
night
instructions
to the
recommended
(want
'home.
.folks who are employed throughout 'committee, he did not. feel that, he'
H. M. Fussell, of Swarthmore, Pa.,
should be bound by the action of the
day and desire Instruction.
h visiting his brotherlin law, Sylvanus theThe
courses will, of course, be elec-- committee. He thought they were too
resiat
his
(Iriswold Morley
Spanish
itive, and cover a wide range. As a 'liberal in the instructions, and said he;
Mrs.
dence on Washington avenue.
!rnle, it is thought the students will supposed that it was his privilege to
Fussell has been here for some time
Wagner refuse to be bound, If he wished. He,
Superintendent
jspecialize.
the guest of the Motleys.
slated today that Professor' 'Norton 'was informed that it was entirely with-.,S. E. Ilugenberger for a, year past, Iliad
j
been so kind as to offer his servl'fn his rights.
foreman in the job rooms of the New ices and that the well known edu'ea- rTll0n motion the committee of
Mexican, left yesterday for Los Ange- tor will be of
great help.
,vas ihpn named, and the ' secretary
les, expecting to locate there. Frank
The subject of the night, school was was also instructed
to inform the
Sturges. for years with the New Mex brought up last night at, the regular
secretaries of the other associations
01 Ule JD
ican
aam 1,1
!'
meetimr of the school board. Presided , Die state of the action the Santa
in Mr. Husenberger's over
department,
by Col. .lose D. Sena.
Fe Merchant's association had taken.
place.
Pleased With Pictures.
The meeting then adjourned, with
IlliC. H. Iugraham, of La Harpe.
The board passed a resolution the
that the committee
nois, and formerly cashier of the II. thanking the official. of the Santa e h understanding
,
er Bomemu tofl
S. Bank & Trust comp&nyof this city, railroad, including City Agent Harvey,
'
was an arrival in the c!c
S. Lutz, for the beattti lul pic ures of
SalmQ
AnAnva, ,. H. Van
ins, and will remain in the ' Capital scenes along the Santa Fe," which
C. A. Bishop, T. 55.
Stone,
John
Zook,
a
for
time
short
after
decorafor
the
school
were
the
looking
City
given
J.
business matters. Mr. Ingrahatn is de- tions of the walls. The pictures are Winter, S. Spitz, Adolph Seligman.
,0!. Schuman, Leo Hersch, H. S,
to
to
town
old
the
back
get
lighted
enlarged sepia pnotos, handsomely
H. B. Cartwright, Arthur Selig-and Bays he would like nothing better framed, showing views of Mt. Wilson,
man, James Seligman, VI. S. Kaime,
to
hothan
locate permanently here, and at Altedena, Calif., the Arrowhead
.lames H. Head, W. I I. Wtckham,
he may do so in the near future. At tel, views around Kedlands and the
Wood, William Beacham, Ceorge
present he is cashier of the First Na- Grand Canyon (two views.)
I.Mignardot, D. Lowitski, Frank Owen,!
tional bank at La Harpe, one of the
"You do not know how much the iE. L. Street. Prof. Norton, F. M. Jones.
strong financial institutions of that teachers and pupils appreciate this C. W. McClintock and one or two,
lively city.
Bin, sam jwr. HUgnei,
uouiuig as
.i,
un, In l,.t
idid soon after the little announcement ,hPa
n the front page of the New Mexi
TOWNS END'S1 SNAPS" IN
73 YEAR OLD BRIDE OF
"
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS !can
20 YEAR OLD GROOM IS DEAD
Miss Schnepple Resigns.
The resignation of Miss Louisa
We sell, buy or manage property in
Nov. 7. M
Hartford, Conn.,
Schnepple aa principal of the second
ward school was received and accept Lucinda Treat Goddard, aged
any part of the Vnlted States.
.
ed. During the past fifteen years Jtiss whose marriage to Charles A
a 2H
year old Yale student,
FOR SALE
has labored
faithfully
Schnepple
teaching pupils of Santa Fe and now, brought her to public notice in 901.
Ranches.
ifor reasons of health, she retires. Miss died today at her home here. Death
was due to apoplexy. At the time of
Sue Robertson, who comes highly
Land Grants,
from Oklahoma, is named her marriage to Goddard, her son
Timber Grants,
made an unsuccessful effort to have a
to succeed her.
"
Sheep Ranches,
conservator appointed for her estate,
Stock Ranches,
which is said to be extensive.
Cottages,
Oof'tVo
City Lots.

FURNITURE

MISS WILSON'S HUSBAND
GETS A PROMOTION.

MAY BE

ENJOINED

THROUGH

J

of the state, but would have had
to rely on data such as was obtained
CATORS OF THIS CITY.
'by the railroad experts, and moro
i
could not have been expected.
Monday, December 1st, is the date
..j W(J,ll() suggest '1 hut. a committee
;set for opening the NIGHT school in !of Sl,vell ue appointed by the chair-- ;
Santa Pp.
j man to
see what steps should be tak- This was announced today by Su- - Plli iE auyi an( lati
uny .lclioll is
perintendent Wagner of the o'ty taken, it must b- - bk a unit to bt effHc-- '
schools, who has offered to teach theijjve. Every tax mtver hie and small
school which will have two sessions s,miI.i gla,l(i Wether.
tWvlf the
per week.
effect will be valueless. This of
John
School
Superintendent
course is a strenuous method us it
County

will.
Mr, and Mrs. Edward

&

ASSESSOR

AD
j

'Staab

Santa Fe Hardware

OFEDUCATION

GIVEN

KINDNESS OF ENTHUSIASTIC

PERSONALS

I

FOLKS

VANTAGES

J

l

a

MILLINERY
125 Palace Ave.

Santa Fe. New Mexico.
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ALL

MRS.W. LINDHARDT

SURETY BONDS.

LOANS,
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D

M.

I
1

HAS

;

Always Stop

-

at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

AND

ALWAYS

God-dard-

LARGE

j

LOBBY

1

THAT- -

P.EiSOLVED
YOU

WILL HUNT NO

Further, For 'ir-You Come To

IF

us .

i

YOU WILL BAG THE GAME THAT GETS UP IF YOU BUY YOUR
GUN AND AMMUNITION FROM US. OUR GUNS ARE TRUE TO AIM;
OUR SHELLS CAREFULLY LOADED.
INSURE YOUR SPORT BY USING ONLY RELIABLE SHELLS. OUR
AIM IS TO KEEP OUR BUSINESS GROWING,
AND WE
HIT THE
MARK. THE WAY TO DO THIS IS N OT TO ABUSE
THE TRUST OF
THOSE WHO TRUST US.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
--

WE HAVE IT."

HARDWARE

uy For

PHONE

ash

f

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

-

Flour

Hay, Grain

Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

STATES BANK

ft

TRUST

GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
4IIIMI
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$

Your Patronagd Solicited

immitlUHIHtll'lllfMHll

N.

8

LAUGHLIN,

''"""'""""""""MIllllimHIIMIIMIIIHIMIHIIIMIIMItnir

President.

J.

B. LAMY,

Ample facilities for large
au(X small banquets.

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
t.

HAND-PAINTE- D

CHINA

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone Steins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to 6ee the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER.

14

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

I
I

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMPDICAN PI AN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Lip.
Room Without Bath. S2.25 Un.

WHOLESALE

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

RETAIL

AND

1

e

i

S.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
iLFaLFA SEED.

All kinds

of flowers, garden

& field

seeds in bulk and packaji

The only exclusive grain house in
Phone Black

45

Santa

LEO HERSCH

Fe

Phone Bl"ck

45

j

CAKES AND

.

Phone, Main 250.

UNITED

Service and Cuisine
the Best in theCitj

TO RENT

YOU WHEN BUYJNq
OUR. GOODS

"IF IT'S

No home should be without a hot
For wliiil do von drink
water bottle. Its uses are many all
For thirst ('OKI
the year 'round. Zook has some
Modern Cottages,
dandies. The Rexall Store.
Furnished Rooms,
wntor is
Masons to Meet The Montezuma
Housekeeping Rooms,
lodge No. 1, A, F. & A. M. will hold a
S(liil!ing''s B.'st
Store Rooms,
special meeting at Masonic hall to-- i
umcs. Di'tu'V than cheap
Rooming Houses,
night.
Fine Springs and Broilers for Satur
Offices.
fofrVe measured by tlu?
day at The 'Modern Market.
amount of pleasure and
A new modern cottage, 5 rooms, for
The Saturday Club will not meet
tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. Ber-- j
comfort you can get out
sale, snap. .$5fl0 will handle. A bargere on account of the death of Gen-of it.
gain, if taken quick. $S00 will handle oral Brookes. The meeting tv;1I bo '
'
postponed one week.
rooming house, 11 rooms.
co n o
it
Quality-Sparks Electric company has moved
List your property with me.
to 20S West Palace avenue, across j
40c
makes
cheap.
from the new chamber of commerce
W. N. TOWNSEND,
rooms. Phone number same aa be-In aroma-tiiih- t
cans,
'
Ground Floor, Capital City Bank fore, 223 J.
cleanly granulated;
15
J.
Phone
Licenses The county
Building.
Marriage
clerk has issued marriage licenses as
WM. F. McCOMBS AND MISS
follows: Juan Andres Quintana of
WILLIAMS MARRIED TODAY Abicjuiu and Miss Elvira Martinez of
Espanola; Seferino Herrera of Santa H.
KAUNE & GO.
Iondon; Nov. 7. William F. 11c- - Cruz, and Miss Veneranda Martinez of
'
Combs, of New York, chairman of the El Quemado.
If you suffer with cold feet,, our Where
Democratic. National committee, and
Quality Governs the Price
Miss Dorothy Williams, daughter of hot water bottles will prove a comfort
and Price the Quality
Colonel and Mrs. John It. Williams, of on cold nights. Zook's Pharmacy, The
Washington, D. C, were married to- - Rexall Store.
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Who are you?

Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle Into
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up In the clouds
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock? In other words, are
If so, come down to Beacham A
you a thoroughbred sportsman?
and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
discharge, their Winchester Leader shells are sure fire evry time and
their advice will save you needless expense and wcrry. '
"Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp is calling."
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.

The Reliable Hardware Store.
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sonable Conservatism.

By conservatism as applied to banking, Is meant the rendering
service to patrons in keeping with good business methods.
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Booklet Free on Request
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ors to attend to their banking matters with the greatest facility and dispatch
All these STANDARDS characterize the
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THE VALLEY RANCH,
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of every

ADEQUATE FACILITIES. The bank must handle efficiently the financial
of all depositors.
ACCOMMODATION to depositors Is an essential in sound
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the credit of the philauthropical or member of Tammany hall and the
ganizations of the big city, that this governor of the state of New York.
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Question Is

"How are Your Bowels?" A Simple
Good
Remedy that Guarantees
Bowel Action.
Trace the origin of the commoner
f iif and almost invariably you
in
was the
And that constipation
cause. It is not to be expected that a
mass of fermented food cap. remain
In the system beyond its time without
vitiating the blood and affecting the
nerves and muscles. It congests the
entire body.
The results are olds, fevers, piles,
headaches and nervousness, with ItB
accompanying indigestion and sleeplessness. There is only one thing to
do, and that is to remove the trouble;
and when nature seems unable to do
it, outside aid is necessary. You will
find the best of all outside aids a
now
remedy that many thousands are
Dr.
using for this very purpose called
Tald well's Syrup Pepsin. Many hundreds of letters are received by Dr.
Caldwell telling of the good results
obtained, and among the enthusiastic
letters is one from Lieut. G. W.
Vaughan, of G23 W, North St., Decatur, 111. He is 72 and has had a bad
liver and stomach since he came out of
the army. He says he tried about
everything, but never succeeded In
getting permanent relief until he took
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. He is
never without a bottle in the house,
and he is never without good health.
It has untold advantages over pills,
salts and the variouB coarse cathartics
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well-know- n

drape-Nut- s

FOOD
Made from wheat and barley, ha long been known as
IDEAL FOOD for athlete, invalid, man, woman and child.

the

.

OF ROCK ISLAND

Roswell is alarmed about the fact

that the Rock Island railroad is said
to be buying all the farms and their
a
attendant water rights along the
head-wntnr-

nf the -Hondo in Lincoln county.
.
The road formerly bought many water i
rights and had the water secured j
through those water rights, piped to
ithe railroad for engine use. However,
cither because the Rock Island used
more than it was entitled to, or because the reclamation service made a
monumental blunder, the Hondo reservoir at Roswell did not nil with the
flood waters of the Hondo as it had
Ab a
been calculated it would.
there is a big suit in the federal definition of A Moneyback.
COMPANY
court between the government and A. SCHILLING
t

It Is promptly digested by the weakest stomach and Is quickly
available in the blood for rebuilding waste body, brain and nerve
cells the natural supply of a natural waste.

"There's a Reason" for

Grape-Nut- s

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

We make the grocer's
prices; both prices, the
the one
one he buys-a- t,
he sellsat, are fair.
We make his terms in
one particular: he returns
a dissatisfied customer's
money and tells us; we
send him the money and
2c more for his postage.
This is fair.
Complaints are few ;
there are some.

j

re-'su-

I

S. F.

A. T

i

l

j

i

.1-

-

-

Oct. 30,

Notice is hereby given that Cipriano
on
Chavez, of Santo Fe, N. M, who,
2d, 1908, made homestead entry
Sept.
U.- NE4 SW4
bva
3, town-- ,
xtm-- j
cci ewi XE4. section
Meri- P.
M.
N.
9
E.,
ship 17 N., range
.
or
inienwuu
dian, has filed notice
voar nrnof. to establish
be-- ,
claim to the land above described,
fore the register and receiver, b. a.
land office at Santa Fe, X. M., on the

I

i

Dec. 9, 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Placido Chavez, Emllio Delgado,
Melquiades Martinez, Juan Montoya
N. M.
y Lopez, all of Santa Fe,
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
first
was
Best
your
Schilling's
Register.
SAN FRANCISCO

m.
, Santa Fa 6:20 d. m. to con
nect with No. 7 westbeund tr-rylng El Paso aleepsr, sis No.
4 eaatbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fs 1:88 p.
m.
.wa Santa Fa I'.SO O. m. tO COII- nest with No. 8 esstbound, and
westbound.
No.

i

j

!

;

j

t

aat.ii.ninn.
a. m.

arrive Santa Fs 1f:SI

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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Carl Payne, larceny, amount col- received and approved ' the index;
lected $341.40. Case No. 3443. Juan .the duty of indexing these records
Salada. No charge specified, amount was assigned by the law to the county
'collected $S5.90.
clerk, and for his services lie was to
EDDY COUNTY
The jailer was paid a regular salary 'be paid 5 cents for each instrument
but was to receive no coma? jailer, his account being presented Indexed,
for indexing any instrument
iby M. C. Stewart, yet he received out pensation
filed after the first, day of April, 190.'!.
sum
for
of
fund
court
$63.50
the
the
of
MANY
The records show that three indexes
summoning jurors and witnesses.
instruments have been
This should have been taken into con totaling 7,338
N'.ade, which at 5 cents each equals
for
sideration when making payments
EXPLAIN
$366.90. If the levy had been proper-,lthe report. It appears also that the his services as jailer.
made the clerk would be entitled
sheriff had been collecting his personof the office of to the above amount for his services
In
examination
the
al grocery bills from the county, to A.
rethe
It.
O'Quinn. probate clerk,
but as he has been paid $1100 for this
which
TDAVniNG IHMTftD'C OCDflDT IIICTltlie extent of about $800,
As
port shows a total of $16,660 to be ac- .work, he is overdrawn $733.10.
nniuiiiu nuunuuu iiliuiii ivw amouut he stands ready to refund, the icounted
The
Mr.
for by
O'Quinn.
the index has never been completed,
COUNTY report says.
MADE PUBLIC SHOWS
on
this apparent he is not entitled to anything for the
In commenting
County Treasurer V. II. Merchant shortage says: "From February 5, 'work already done, which consists of
IRREGUCLERK
IN BAD, ALSO
was long on cash, when his office was 11912, to April 1, 1913, no correct
jtiiuking out a card for each lnstru-imen- t
EVERY checked, due to the fact that comALMOST
IN
was kept of the fees received, but
LARITIES
tying them in bundles, and piling
taknever
been
due
had
him
missions
amount was noted on the reception them up on a desk in the office, where
jthe
OFFICE.
OTHER
toen out of the county funds.
book, and these amounts were not
they mal be lost or misplaced, and
notice or talfd : therefore, no attempt was made "are not protected from fire. The
tax
The delinquent
amounts over $25.00, has not been pub- to balance tho amount received with county lias paid $1100 for which' it has
MATTER CALLED TO THE
lished for lull, and the notice of tax tiio nmnnnt of cash on hand. No re received nothing."
sale of delinquent property has not ceipts were issued to parties making
"The minute book of the county
NOTICE DIST. ATTORNEY been published.
payments, but after receiving our
commissioners shows no record of
made
was
a
hnnw
forms
receipt
held since February 6,
The report shows that Eddy county
book. any meetings
has paid $1427 for transporting six for each amount on the reception
1911V although
meetings were held
or
otuce
tne
in
no
I
record
could find
When Governor .McDonald returned insane patients to Las Vegas, this
i
IS, May 17, June 26, July 7, July
April
from his trip to Lincoln and Chaves amount being arrived at by charging tbe iranie licenses, and upon inquiry 8. August 23, September 8, September
counties this week, he found the (rav- the county $25 a day, $2 a day for was informed
by the deputy clerk that 15, 1913. No publication of the pro,,
kuccu I..
.
eling auditor's reports on the examina- guards, with transportation and rail no game licenses nau
ceedings or the bills allowed has been
tion of the hooks of San .Miguel coun- road fare extra.
jsucd by the clerk, and I personally made for months, although required
ror uueuseB
ty and Eddy county on his desk, and
The district court records, while heard several applicants
could not be had by stalute.'1
as soon as he had looked them over, not found
to date, were passable advised that they
up
Commenting on the detailed reports
he stated that they were public prop- and the cash In the court fund was at that office. Since my return I have
of other officers the report has the. folfor
collected
he
fees
of
list
a
be
consulted
could
received
and
by
any
erty
found intact.
to say: "All three of the comfine who wished to see them. He also
issuing game licenses, which amount lowing
The books of Cicero Stewart, sheri- I include in the above list of earned missioners have drawn salary at the
made arrangements for the newspashow $1156 due for board of pris- fees. There was no record of any Irate of $800 per year, with unfailing
pers to see them, and although very ff,
amount drawn births or deaths having been recorded, regularity, but your especial attention
while
the
oners
will
be
extracts
voluminous, salient
for board of prisoners is $2029.
but I found 3S applications for same, lis directed to their various expense
printed in this paper. The Eddy counThe amount drawn covers the for which a fee of 35 cents each is accounts. Commissioner Beeman does
ty report is given today and the San
at charged, and same is included in the not itemize his claims for mileage and
meals
of
actual
expense
Miguel report will be published toin but two instances does he give the
the jail including meals furnished the list of earned fees.
morrow.
of four, the cook, Jailer
"In looking over the evidences of number of meetings the expense items
this sheriff's family
In speaking of these reports
and deputy sheriff; it also includes disbursements I found in numerous in- covers. The distance from his resijnorning Governor McDonald said: the salary of $30 per month paid to
that vouchers are not receipt;- dence at Malaga, is 17 miles, and for
are
"These reports
public property. the cook. In figuring the amount' due stances
erf.
accounts
are not sworn to, ac- the round trip the fare at 4 cents per
to
Any one can see them who wishes
I took as a basis 50 cents per day per ccuuts ore signed by the claimant, per mile, would be $1.30, yet his mileage
do so. The district attorney In the
which was the maximum O'Quinn, Wright and otner omciais; charge is greatly in excell of '.his
districts involved will also be fur prisoner,
allowed
amount
by any of the propos- accounts of local merchants are not amount. You will also note that the
nished with copies of the reports, and
ed
bills under consideration by itemized, and show no authority for county is paying for the telephone in
you caii say for me that it is my in- the salary
legislature. No Itemized bill for the payment, claims are not O. K.'d Mr. Beeman's residence, and while the
tention to see that the laws are enboard of prisoners were presented to by the parties making the purchase: amount paid i. e., $28.30 is exceedingly
forced regardless of who is involved."
the county commissioners, but the accounts are not properly voucbered: small, yet the principle cannot be
At the traveling auditor's office this amounts above noted were paid on
vouchers are not properly made out overlooked, and shows an utter disremorning, It was stated that the travel bills which read. "Boarding prison and are not filed in tne proper oraer, gard for the law. ,
ing auditor, Howell Earnest, was in ers.
The sheriff nas informed me making it. very difficult to find any
"Mr. Beeman's expense account also
( lovis today, enroute to Itoswell, and that he would repay the county the certain item for reference.
shows several trips to points outside
that he had a copy of the Eddy county above amount which was overdrawn,
the
to
"1 am not prepared
say that
the county at the expense of the coun- report with him which will be pre- and in the future would present item Beeminelv careless manner of the con
.
seuted to K. K. Scott, the district at- ized bills at the rate of 50 cents per duct of the office which the foregoing ty.
"Commissioner Woodwell lives in
torney for the fifth district.
day for each prisoner, the claim to be seems to indicate is due entirely to Carlsbad, and therefore does not have
The examination of the books of subject to the provisions of any salary any one cause, such as incompetency,
account for mileage, but
an
the Eddy county officials was made by bill that may be passed by the next
lack of competent .assist- his expense
account does show cash advanced
Walter L. H. Kegel of the traveling legislature.
ance, or temperamental unfitness.
for telephone, which phone is in his
auditor's office, and what is shown by
In addition to the fees paid to the
"The laws of 1903 provided for the
this report is best told in Mr. Kegel's sheriff's office, I find that the con- InrtexiilET of the instruments of record office. nt His account also shows two
of the county to
the
language which is quoted quite ex- stable of Carlsbad precinct has drawn affecting real properties and authoriz trips outsideexpense
the county.
tensively. The report is very exten- a considerable amount of fees from ed the county commissioners to make points
"Commissioner Wright also has the
sive and contains many tables which the county which seem to me to be n lew for this purpose, of not to ex
tax county pay for his telephone at his
could not be printed very easily.
j
greatly in excess of the. earning ca ceed one mill on the dollar on all
The principal item of interest is pacity of his official position. The fees able property in the county, but such residence, and on one account he
found in the report of the ofhee of collected from the county by Carl levy was to be made for the year 1903 charges $4.20 for each of four special
8, only.
The commissioners of kdiiy meetings, and $8.70 for one regular
County Clerk A. R. O'Quinn, which Gordon, constable, from January
seems to show, that, all fees and mon- 1012, to July 7, 1913, amount to $1319. county did not make a levy tor mis meeting, and pa another account he
eys from litigants, etc., were kept by Three items in particular seem ex- nurnose iii 19031 but did make a levy charges $8.40 each for five special
himself, and not turned over to the travagant to say the least and they are of one mill for 1911 which was clearly meetings, and $17.50 for one regular
treasurer which makes him account- not itemized on the bills. They are: illegal. The proceeds or this levy meeting. The distance from his resiable to the county for something over Case No, "570, J. Hardearth, burglary, were to be paid out. by the board of dence at Artesja is 33 miles and the
$16,000, which, however, does not in- - amount collected $125.60.
Case No, county commissioners after they had fare for the round trip would be $2.64,

OFFICIAL.

HAS

THINGS TO

loluile any Balary for himself, although
it is Impossible that a salary bill
would ever be passed, giving a clerk
in Eddy county s class an annual salary of about $11,000, which would be
he would have to receive
j I lie amount
to square his accounts for the year
J
and a half he has been in ofllce.
Whether he has this money to turn
over to the treasurer, or whether he
can or cannot do so, is not stated In

-

3555,

And the amount charged is greatly in "The property of the county at Carls-had- ,
excess of the actual fare,
consisting of a court house and
j
"A. E. Bailey, county superintend-- I jail building is in fair shape, although
ent of schools, has drawn a salary at old and out of date. The court house
the rate of $1300 per year, and on building having settled and large
that are not itemized he is cracks appearing, toit was necessary
; statements
several years ago
have the building

j

j

allowed $15 per quarter for expenses.
In addition to the 4 per cent maximum
amount provided for in the law he has
been allowed $55.50 for other expense
The county commissioners
items.
have also furnished him with an office outside the court house, for which
they have paid $172.50 rent and furnished electric light and phone ser'

y

-

i

vice.

rec-lor-

j

-

-

over-wor-

FRIDAY,

'

"The amounts
allowed Assessor
Price for salary and expenses are in
excess of the amount which will probably be allowed by any salary bill
that may become a law, and Indicates
that there was some carelessness In
making allowance and settlements.1.
with Mr. Price, when he resigned.
The county commissioners are responsible for any loss which the county
may sustain from such overpayment.
"The amounts allowed Assessor
Waller seem to be within reason and
should be so kept.
.
"The probate judge has been drawing a salary at the rate of $600 per
year, and his expense account has
a reasonable
for
been rendered
amount.
"The county has been at the ex
pense of maintaining an office outside
the court house for the county surveyor, at a rental expense of $172.50,
lights also being furnished. In view
of the fact that room can be found in
the court house building for an office
for the justice of the peace for Carlsbad precinct, it would seem reasonable to suppose that desk room could
be provided for the surveyor and
school superintendent without the extra expense of renting an office."
Mr. Kegel's report shows $7661. illegally drawn from the court house
and jail repair fund.
Commenting on this statement, the
report says: "A careful study of the
amounts illegally paid out of the
court house and jail repair fund, can
not but convince the average person
that a wide latitude was observed in
charging the various amounts to this
account, which includes the cost ol
boarding prisoners, medical attend
ance, merchandise for various county
officers, sewer taxes, water, lights,
janitor service, office rent, Insurance
This
and supplies of all kinds.
amount of $7661 should immediately
be transferred to the general county
fund, which will then be overdrawn
abouk$15,000.00.
"Tjjie practice of expending money
out 'iff other funds for general county
expenses, thus making a false showing of economy to the tax payers can-

not be too strongly condemned; it will
be necessary for the county commissioners to levy for 1913, the limit of 5
mills Tor general county purposes, and
in addition to practice the strictest
economy for several years in order
that the deficit in the general fund
may be wiped out."
Under the head of "Condition of
Public Property"
the report says:

drawn together by means of iron
braces and rods, which considerably
improved this condition.
t ,
"Work has been commenced on an
addition to the court house building,
.
the cost of which will be over
On June 30, 1912, there was a
balance in the court house building
fund of about $12,000, the maximum
levy of 5 mills if made this year wil'
produce about $17,000 which amount
will be inadequate to pay for this
building."
Under the head of recommendations, the report says:
,v "That all county officials who have
collected fees, account fxr same and
turn them over to the county treasurer at once.
"That the county commissioners be
required to protect the overdraft
caused by payments of amounts in excess of collections for general county
purposes, in such a manner that the
necessary county expenses shall be
promptly paid.
"That the district attorney of Eddy
county be furnished with a copy of
this report."

7, 1913.

FANCY WORK GOODS
Beautiful
.

of Stamped

line

Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Tops and the Pillows

for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss in Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

$35,-000-

Water Application.
Water application No. 838 has been
filed In the state engineer's office by
A. W. McWhirt of Roswell, who asks
for 3.97 cubic feet a second from the
Pecos river by pumping to Irrigate 287
acres. The cost of his project is estimated at $2500.

NOVEMBER

MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER
government has put three trappers
in the field to reduce their numbers
and their depredations.
According to men connected with
The Diamond Bar, J and other big
outfits in that section, the lions,
bears and lobos have been fattening
on stock until a war of extermination
The
unusual
will be necessary.
amount of wild game in the Black
range has also attracted the attention
of the United States biological survey which is understood to have a
man in the field there now.
T--

Reduces Apple Rate.
Following notice from the state
corporation commission, the Denver &.
Rio Grande railroad has announced a
reduction in the apple rate in carload
lots from points in the Espanola valley between Embudo and Espanola,
from 25 to 20 cents a hundred. This
rate was secured to assist the fruit
raisers in the Espanola Valley.

Big Game tn Black Range.
While sportBmen are hieing themselves to this and that section of the PROFESSOR I. L. TELLO,
New Mexico wilds In a more or less
NOTABLE
VIOLINIST OF REPUTATION
unproductive search for genuine big
mountain
bears
the
and
game,
lions,
wolves are increasing at such a rate
in the comparatively
little known
FIRST GRAND CONCERT
Black range country of western Sierwill
be given this week.
a
ra county that they are becoming
nuisance to the ranchmen and the Fine Program. Watch for Announcements

F. ANDREWS
Market.
Grocery, Bakery and

Auto Delivery Every Hour

1

Auto Delivery Every Hour

I

EVERYTHING

THERE IS TO EAT!
Try Our

AUTO DELIVERY

Phone No. 4

ANDREWS

Service

PhoneNo--

4

M

Clothes for little Hen

W

ccJMShi&Ca.

0$

.

WANT EVERY PAR
ENT to know about our
ability, with expert ser
vice, to dress little men correctly.
Our Children's Garments were
made by skilled manufacturers. It
It takes experience, and a great
deal of it, to make Children's Clothing right. We have all the correct
styles for these little fellows of all
ages. There are suits in Reefer,
Norfolk, Sailor, Russian Blouse
Styles, etc. Dainty little Top Coats
and Overcoats

$2.50, $2.75, $3.00

up to

$7.50

Any quoted price on Children's Clothing stands for
but little until you see the garment. Our Children's
Wearables show distinctive style features and cleverness in the making not to be found in the mean,
ing " Just Clothes."

f

1

HOME OF HART SGHAFFNER & MARX

" THE HUB."

1

i
i
I

Comforts and Blankets

I
x

1

IN
I

P

1

i

,1
1

i.

Right When You Meed Them
x
At a Pleasing Price Reduction!
i
The Comforts are excellent values
'
Some are

i

at the regular prices.

iI

stitched and tied, others are quilted
or stitched. You need an extra
quilt or two for cold winter weather
coming, and this is a splendid
chance to get all you need at a substantial reduction in prices. The
blankets represent the best buying
opportunity you will have in many
a day.

I

f
I

ii
i
i1

f
M

ii
1

ii
i
iI

Comforts,

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75 Up To $6.50

m

ii
ii
ii

Blankets,

.80, $1.25, $1.50 Up To $7.50

We guarantee you absolute satisfaction on every purchase
you make, so buy liberally all you need now.

THE BIG STORE

N. SALMON
SANTA FE.

